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The most powerful effect 
will be on your future.
Creative professionals combine images, space, movement, sounds, 
and imagination to communicate, entertain, and make a living in film, 
television, and emerging media. If you want to become one of them, 
the place to start is our Visual Effects & Motion Graphics program. In 
our collaborative environment, our talented instructors* will share their 
first-hand industry knowledge as they guide your creative and technical 
development. You’ll collaborate with other creative minds as you work 
with professional-grade HD video technology and computer equipment. 
It’s all about preparing you to grab the attention of an audience that’s 
growing more sophisticated every day. And making sure you have the 
skills you need to start a career where you can do what you love, for life.
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PUT YOUR CREATIVITY TO WORK WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
In our Visual Effects & Motion Graphics program, you’ll work with similar hardware 
and software that industry professionals use, including these:

LEARN TO THINK IN THREE DIMENSIONS.
In our hands-on Visual Effects & Motion Graphics program, your journey begins with 
fundamental skills—from principles of typography, color, layout, and design to the 
latest computer software technologies. Your instructors will guide your learning as 
you develop such new skills as digital compositing to create the layered and textural 
landscapes that engage audiences on many levels. You’ll work on projects from start 
to finish, from initial concept to final execution. Working in teams with your fellow 
students, just as you’ll collaborate with others as a creative professional, you’ll push 
yourselves in new directions and arrive at unexpected solutions.

When it’s time to start marketing your talents to potential employers, we’ll help you 
create a digital portfolio of your work. And our network of career services advisors will 
help you start your journey toward becoming a creative professional.

OUR ALUMNI SUCCESS STORIES CAN INSPIRE YOUR OWN.
Our Visual Effects & Motion Graphics grads are energizing the world of film, television and 
emerging media. Read about them by going to artinstitutes.edu and clicking Alumni at 
the top of the page. Click on Why Ai? at the top of the page, and you’ll find our inspiring 
Creativity for Life videos. Let our alumni and students tell you about their projects, their 
careers, and what their education from an Art Institutes school has meant to them.

HARDWARE:
• Hewlett-Packard workstations
• Apple** workstations

SOFTWARE:
•Adobe Creative Cloud including: 
 • Photoshop
 • After Effects
 • Illustrator
 • 3DS Max
• Maya
• Nuke 
• MotionBuilder (Autodesk)
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See ge.artinstitutes.edu/programoffering/1726 for 
program duration, tuition, fees, and other costs, 
median debt, federal salary data, alumni success, 
and other important info. 

The Art Institute of California—Los Angeles, 
a campus of Argosy University, is one of The 
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throughout North America. Programs, credential 
levels, technology, and scheduling options are 
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The Art Institutes system are campuses of South 
University or Argosy University. The Art Institute 
of California—Los Angeles, a campus of Argosy 
University, 2900 31st Street, Santa Monica, CA 
90405-3035. ©2015 The Art Institutes. Our email 
address is csprogramadmin@edmc.edu. 
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* Credentials and experience levels vary by faculty and instructors.

**  Apple, the Apple logo, and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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